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Quotable 
“Markets move against the trend of one 
greater degree only with seeming 
struggle. Resistance from the larger trend 
appears to prevent a correction from 
developing a full motive structure. This 
struggle between the two oppositely-
trending degrees generally makes 
corrective waves less clearly identifiable 
than motive waves, which always flow 
with comparative ease in the direction of 
the one larger trend. As another result of 
this conflict between trends, corrective 
waves are quite a bit more varied than 
motive waves. Further, they occasionally 
increase or decrease in complexity as they 
unfold so that what are technically called 
subwaves of the same degree can by their 
complexity or time length appear to be of 
different degree. For all these reasons it 
can be difficult to fit corrective waves into 
recognizable patterns until they are 
completed and behind us. ” 
 
 Elliot Wave Principle, Frost and 
Prechter  
 
Commentary & Analysis 

Corn dogged. 
 
Boy, when wheat was surging higher early 
this week, bouncing back from some 
heavy selling last week, it sure looked like 
lingering weather problems were a lock for higher prices. 
 
Errrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr. (Screeching halt.) 
 
Wheat and its yellow buddy, corn, took a slide yesterday when pretty much the entire 
commodities complex was seeing red. And for the most part the slide continues today 
with silver down another 7%, below its low mark from last week. Crude oil, natural gas 

A Quick ‘Thanks’ 
and a Reminder: 

 
We’ve had an excellent response 
from readers who know they want 
in on my new options trading 
service – Options Predator. I thank 
you very much.  
 
For those of you who have not yet 
joined, please know that the 50%-
off introductory offer ends on 
Monday. Plus, with the way 
markets are moving, such a volatile 
market environment is ideal for 
options trading – I’m sizing up new 
recommendations right now.  
 
Don’t hesitate to ask any questions. 
That’s why we’re here. 
 

Read More to find out how 
trading options can benefit 
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and gasoline are all lower as well, responding to increased stocks in US gasoline 
inventories. 
 
Prices of the grains are starting to slide again after stabilizing somewhat. The USDA report 
released yesterday, which supposedly drove the sharp sell-offs for corn and wheat, flew in 
the face of recent reports pointing to an abnormally slow pace of plantings being made 
even slower by poor weather.  The USDA apparently was factoring in the demand 
destruction from high prices; that would allow US inventories to increase. Some of the risk 
premium from weather concerns has now been erased, which would allow new reports to 
drive prices higher assuming we’re not witnessing the beginning of a lasting rout on 
commodities.  
 
To that point, Jack’s Currency Currents piece yesterday on rationales is looking quite 
timely. But let’s not jump the gun, big guy. 
 
Corrections 
 
Based on Elliot Wave principle, corrective waves tend to be made up of three smaller 
waves (whereas motive waves, which comprise the overall trend, are made up of five 
smaller waves) and look a little something like this: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Technically (and I say this in a voice of utmost confidence like I cannot possibly be wrong 
about commodities simply because I know how Elliott Wave defines corrections) I am not 
surprised to see another push lower here; in fact, it would represent a more reassuring 
buying opportunity than last week’s bottom. 
 
We seem to be seeing this corrective pattern already in corn, wheat and soybeans on a 
weekly basis (as the correction there started sooner than precious metals and energy. 
Silver is reflecting this pattern and crude oil is on the verge. Gold has been outperforming 
its peers lately, but the set-up is there as well.   
 
Now, taking off my certainty cap for a moment, it is not all that reassuring to see some 
additional cracks in the Chinese growth story (unless of course you’re Jack!) Yesterday’s 
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report of Chinese industrial production disappointed. And a look at this chart of Chinese 
PMI: 
 

 
 
 
Not much doing as it barely keeps above the 50-level indicating expansion.  
 
Going back a couple months, this second-quarter sell-off in commodities was being 
predicted. In fact, in Commodities Essential I alerted my members to this fact especially as 
it related to my expectations for copper prices. But because of the speed of ascent seen in 
almost all commodities, everyone seemed to forget about all the second-quarter sell-off 
projections. 
 
Going back to something Jack said in his piece yesterday: 
 

Now, this doesn’t mean the secular march higher in commodities prices is over.  
That assumes Jim Rogers is right and there is a secular bull market in commodities 
and it wasn’t just a liquidity-driven bubble thanks to Ben, most of all, and every 
other major bank and government around the world throwing money and credit 
into this trend.  It might mean that a much deeper correction is due—which if you 
think of it positively, would be cleansing and beneficial to sustained growth if 
interest rates start to normalize. 

 
I don’t believe Jimmy Rogers is right; I believe the move in commodities was liquidity-
driven to some extent. Thinking positively, it is probably good (and perhaps shouldn’t be 
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surprising) that the market is working off excesses a decent time before the end of QE2. It 
may open up the doors for a very legitimate, stable, secular bull run as Jimmy Rogers 
touts. 
 
But look at it this way – a real collapse in commodity prices now may open the doors for 
more quantitative easing as Ben Bernanke doesn’t feel as much constant pressure from 
the critics pinning inflation on his shoulders. 
 
Do we wait for QE3 before we start buying back into commodities? Or should we start 
next week? 
 
 
JR Crooks, Editor 
Commodities Essential 
www.blackswantrading.com  
 
 

Haven’t joined yet? Let’s crunch some numbers ... 
 
What you should always seek is a way to provide consistent, powerful and risk-conscious 
profits to your portfolio. Options can do that. Here is how: 
 
Call options on United States Oil fund (USO) 
 
Assume buying May 41 USO call options on 
February 28th at 1.85 points per option. And 
then assume closing this position on April 11th 
at 3.25 points per option. That’s a return of 
75% in just 35 days.  
 
Had you instead held shares of USO over 
those same 35 days, you would have earned 
only 11% on your investment.  
 
You pick it: 75% or 11%? 
 
Or, how about this ... 
 
Put Options on PowerShares DB US Dollar Index Bullish Fund (UUP) 
 
Assume buying April 22 UUP put options on February 22nd at 0.16 points per option. And 
then assume closing this position on March 25th at 0.25 points per option. That’s a return 
of 56% in just 24 days.  
 

http://www.blackswantrading.com/commoditiesessential.html
http://www.blackswantrading.com/
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Had you instead held shares of USO over 
those same 24 days, you would have 
earned only 2% on your investment.  
 
You pick it: 56% or 2%? 
 
These hypothetical trades represent a fair 
– even conservative – illustration of the 
types of returns I target in the Options 
Predator. Sure there will be the 
occasional triple-digit winners – 100%, 
150%, even 200% -- that every options 
newsletter out there loves to tout. Those 

are nice when they happen. But, realistically, it is the consistent 50% winners that are not 
tough to come by and can make you rich. 
 
My job is to hunt out those opportunities on a regular basis and serve them up to you. It’s 
a simple as that. 
 
Thanks for reading. I’ll be sending around more information about Options Predator later 
today, but if you’d like to sign up now you can ... and at a 50%-off introductory offer to 
boot. 
 
Thanks, 
 
Jack 
 
[And don’t forget about the 30-day risk-free money back guarantee. That is: cancel 
anytime within the first 30 days and we’ll return your entire subscription payment. Think 
about it.] 
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